



















Studies of Activating the Merged Knowledge in Commodity Planning
能　勢　豊　一*
NOSE Toyokazu
　Activity of commodity planning consists of three factors; technology, engineering and management. But, traditional 
commodity planning has been recognized as the activity on two-dimensional plate constituted from technology as static 
managerial resource and engineering as knowledge to produce the artifacts. The manufacturing in the industrialized 
society was achieved by elemental technology, hardware and experience/intuition of designers. However, the 
manufacturing in the information society needs to be accomplished by systems. software and theory. Conventional 
commodity planning existed in two-dimensional space composed of two axes of physical manufacturing flow and 
management resources. To the contraly, the ideal commodity plannning can be thought of existing in three-dimensional 
space consisting of three axes of vision, manufacturing flow and management resources. From these point of view,this 
study introduces the case studies of USA and Germany with respect to the framework and the infrastructure of innovation 
and proposes an approach to commodity planning.
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Aided Design/Computer Aided Manufacturing）の導入
による生産と設計・技術の結合であり，もう一つは日




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































［７］Clayton M. Christensen, The Innovator's Dilemma: 
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